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Abstract: Steganography is an art of hidden communication in which secret message is embedded into a cover 
image. It has many applications like Online transactions, military communication etc. In this paper, we have 
proposed a data hiding scheme using image steganography and compression. This scheme can be applied to gray 
scale as well as color images. This scheme improves the data hiding capacity of the image as compared to other 
existing image steganography methods while retaining the quality of the image after embedding the secret 
message into it. The improved embedding capacity of the image is possible due to preprocessing the secret 
message in which a lossless data compression technique is applied. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet is the most popular medium that exchange information between parties. Most important factor of 
information technology and communication is the security of information. One of the aspects of information 
security is information hiding. Generally Information security means protecting information from unauthorized 
access, disruption, modification or simply illegal use. Moat widely used data hiding techniques are digital 
signature, cryptography and steganography. The word steganography comes from Greek word “steganos” which 
means covered or secret and the “graphy”s means writing or drawing. So, literal meaning of steganography is 
“covered writing” [9]. Generally steganography is known as invisible communication. Cryptography provides 
confidentiality, steganography on the other hand hide the message and there is no knowledge of the existence of 
the message. In simple words, it is hiding the information into other information. Steganography do not alter the 
message structure but hides the message inside a cover object. The cover object can be text, image, audio, video 
etc. 

Basic steganography diagram is shown in figure 1. In the basic steganographic process, the secret message 
is hidden into a cover object. The cover object can be any of text, image, audio, video etc. A secret key is also 
used and the secret message is embedded into the cover object using the secret key. This new message obtained 
is called stego message. The stego message is transmitted over the public channel. The receiver gets the message 
and retrieves the message using the stego key which is same as used by the sender. In this way security is 
achieved by hiding the existence of the message. 
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        Fig 1 Basic steganographic process 

 
Image steganography is a process that hides the message into cover-image and generates a stego-image. 

That stego-image then sent to the receiver without anyone else knowing that it contain the hidden message. The 
receiver can extract the message with or without stego-key that depends on the hidden scheme [5]. Image 
steganography techniques can be divided into two groups:  
  Image Domain also called spatial domain and  
 Transform Domain also called frequency domain [10].  

 
Spatial domain techniques embed information in the intensity of the original image pixels directly. Basically 
least significant bit (LSB) method is used where it replaces the least significant bit of original pixel with the 
message bit. 
Transform domain also known as frequency domain where images are first transformed then the message is 
embedded in the image. Discrete cosine transformation (DCT) technique is used in JPEG images to achieve 
compression. DCT is a lossy compression transform where the cosine values cannot be generated as original, 
because DCT alter values (e.g. 8.667 to 9) to hide the information. 
 
2. Related Work 

Steganography is an area of invisible communication. It is not a modern technique which is used for 
protecting the unauthorized access of the information but is an ancient technique which is in existence since 440 
B.C.  

The most basic and important image Steganographic Technique is Least Significant Bit [3,12] embedding 
technique. In this technique data can be hidden in the least significant bits of the cover image and the human eye 
would be unable to notice the hidden image in the cover file. This technique can be used for hiding images in 
24-bit, 8-bit or gray scale format. In this technique, least significant bit of each pixel is replaced with secret 
message bit until message end. But this technique has very less embedding capacity and is easy to detect. K 
Suresh Babu [7] discussed an image Steganography technique that can verify the reliability of the secret 
message that is transmitted to the receiver through the network. If the attacker has tried to hack the secret 
information in the stego-image and changes it, this method can easily track that. In this technique, the hidden 
information is embedded in the spatial domain of the cover image and uses two special AC coefficients of the 
Discrete Wavelet Transform domain to verify the integrity of the secret information from the stego image. 

Marvel [8] discusses spread spectrum image steganography technique. In spread spectrum techniques, 
hidden data is spread throughout the cover-image making it harder to detect. In spread spectrum image 
steganography the secret message is embedded in noise and then combined with the cover image which results 
into the stego image. Since the power of the embedded signal is much lower than the power of the cover image, 
the embedded image is not perceptible to the human eye or by computer analysis without access to the original 
image. 

Swain & Lenka [4] discuss a technique which uses both cryptography and image steganography and hence 
provides more security. In this technique the secret message is encrypted by using a new cipher which is 
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extended from Hill cipher. Then the cipher text of the secret message is embedded into the cover image in 6th, 
7th and 8th bit locations of the darkest and brightest pixels. Swain and Lenka also discuss another technique 
[17] which provides more payloads as compared to their previous technique. In this technique, Firstly, the secret 
message is encrypted using new cipher algorithm called twelve square substitution cipher algorithm, and then 
embed the cipher text in the carrier image in 6th and 7th bit locations or 7th and 8th bit locations or 6th and 8th 
bit locations of the different pixels of the cover image depending on the value of an index variable whose initial 
value depends upon the length of the cipher text. [1]  

In wu and Tsai’s et al., proposed a method called pixel value differencing method. In this method, the size 
of the hidden data bits can be estimated by difference between the two consecutive pixels in cover image using 
simple relationship between two pixels. PVD method generally provides a good imperceptibility by calculating 
the difference of two consecutive pixels which determine the depth of embedded bits.  

Modified Kekre’s Algorithm (MKA) [6] is based on Least Significant Bit (LSB) method. MKA can be 
applied on 8 bit gray scale images or 24 bit Read Green Blue (RGB) color image. It uses up to four LSB’s of a 
pixel to embed the data. The number of secret data bits that can be embedded in the pixels depends upon the 
pixel intensity of the pixels of the cover image. MKA uses 8 bit secret key to perform XOR operation to all 
the bytes of the secret message to achieve security. XOR operation is also performed using the same key while 
extracting the message. 
 
3. Proposed Work 

In the previous techniques discussed, if the data embedded in the image is increased, the image quality 
deteriorates. So, we cannot embed sufficiently large data into the cover image.  In our proposed technique we 
overcome this problem. In this technique, secret data is preprocessed first and then the preprocessed secret data 
is embedded into the LSBs of the cover image depending upon the intensity of the pixel values of the cover 
image. For pre-processing a lossless data compression technique, LZW (Lempel–Ziv–Welch) technique is used 
for pre-processing the data. In this technique sequence of 8-bit secret data is encoded as fixed-length 12-bit 
codes. The code from value 0 to 255 represents one character sequences consisting of the corresponding 8-bit 
character. As the data is encoded, the codes with values 256 through 4095 are created in a dictionary depending 
upon the sequences encountered in the data. A dictionary is initialized to contain the single-character strings 
corresponding to all the possible input characters. At every step in the compression process, input characters are 
gathered into a sequence until the next character comes that will make a sequence for which there is no code in 
the dictionary. The code for the sequence without the character encountered is emitted, and a new code for the 
sequence with the character encountered, is added in the dictionary. The algorithm works by scanning the input 
secret data for successively longer substrings until a string is found that is not in the dictionary. When such a 
string is found, the index for the string without the last character is fetched from the dictionary and sent to 
output, and the new string including the last encountered character is added to the dictionary with the next 
available code. The last input character is then used as the next starting point to scan for substrings. In this way, 
successively longer strings are added in the dictionary and made available for subsequent encoding as single 
output values. This compression technique gives best results on the secret data with repeated patterns. 
Steganography technique used is Modified Kekre Algorithm (MKA). In this technique, firstly 8-bit secret bit is 
selected. The secret bit is XORed with all the bytes of the secret message that is to be embedded into the cover 
image.  For the pixels of the cover image having intensity value greater than 239; if the bit 1 is to be embedded 
then  5 bits of secret text are embedded and for embedding bit 0, 4 bits are embedded in LSBs of that pixel. For 
a pixel having intensity from 224 to 239; if bit to be embedded is 0, 5 bits of the secret message are embedded 
and for bit 1, 3 bits are embedded. For a pixel having intensity value in the range of 192 to 223, 2 bits are 
embedded otherwise only one bit is embedded. Embedding and extraction Algorithms are:  

A. Embedding Algorithm 

i. Extract secret message from file into an input_array. 
ii. Pre-process the secret message by applying the compression technique as follows 

1. Initialize the dictionary_array to contain all strings of length equal to one. 
2. Find the longest string L in the dictionary_array that matches the current input data from 

the input_array. 
3. Emit the dictionary_array index for L to output_secret_data and remove L from the input 

message. 
4. Add L followed by the next symbol in the input to the dictionary_array. 
5. Go to Step 2. 
6. Repeat the steps from 2 to 5 upto end of the array. 

iii. Represent the total size of the secret message (represented in bytes) into 16 bit binary form. 
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iv. Maintain a single array named encoded_message for the total size of the secret message generated 
in step (iii) and encoded message generated in step (ii). 

v.  Embed the elements of encoded_messgae into the pixels of the cover image from 2nd pixel by 
analysing as follows 
 If the pixel intensity of the cover image is greater than 239 we embed four elements of 

encoded_messgae into first four LSBs of that pixel. 
 Otherwise if it is less than and equal to 239 and greater than 223 then three elements are 

embedded into first three LSBs of that pixel. 
 Else if it is less than and equal to 223 and greater than 192 then 2 elements are embedded into 

first two LSBs of that pixels. 
 Otherwise only one element is embedded into very first LSB of that pixel.  

vi.  Repeat step (v) until last element of encoded_messgae is embedded. 
vii. Obtained image is the stego image. 

 
B. Extraction algorithm 

i. Extract LSBs of the pixels, starting from the first pixel of stego image as follows 
 If the pixel intensity of the stego image is greater than 239 then extract first four LSBs of that 

pixel. 
 Otherwise if it is less than and equal to 239 and greater than 223 then extract the first threes. 
 Else if it is less than and equal to 223 and greater than 192 then extract the first twos. 
 Otherwise only the first LSB is extracted. 

ii. Repeat step (i) until we get 16 bits. Its decimal equivalent represents the length of the secret 
message. 

iii. Repeat step (i) until we get the bits equal to the size of the message. The obtained data is named 
encoded_input. 

iv. Now using the information obtained in step (ii), decode the encoded_input obtained in step (iii) as 
follows. 

 Read a value from the encoded_input and output the corresponding string from the 
initialized dictionary.  

 Obtain the next value from the encoded_input, and adds to the dictionary the 
concatenation of the string just output and the first character of the string obtained by 
decoding the next input value.  

 Then proceed to the next input value (which was already read in as the "next value" in the 
previous pass). 

 Repeats the process until there is no more input, at which point the final input value is 
decoded without any more additions to the dictionary. 

v. Secret message is obtained at the receiver site. 
 

By using the compression technique first and image steganography technique then, sufficient payload is 
achieved and without compromising with the quality of the image which is used to embed the secret data. 
Sufficiently large amount of data can be transferred in a more secure way by using our proposed technique.  

4. Experimental Results 

We carry out experiments by taking most widely used images and some other images for evaluating their 
performances and compared them with some existing techniques.  The image quality metrics used are Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The reason of 
using MSE and PSNR as quality metrics in our experiments is that these are the most widely used in the 
literature.  High PSNR value and low MSE value signifies good quality image. PSNR is measured in decibel 
(db). The data hiding capacity is calculated in bytes. 

We take various color images for hiding the secret data. The images taken in our experiments include Lena, 
Pepper, and Baboon each of size 512x512 pixels and some other images of different dimensions.  The reason for 
making comparison with these methods is that they are more recently developed and have good performance. 
The secret data taken in our experiments is Abraham Lincoln’s letter to his son’s teacher that is embedded into 
each of these images which is of size 1785 bytes. The resultant stego images with hidden secret message, 
employing our proposed method are shown in Figures below. The performance results are shown in Table 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 
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Table 1 PSNR values of Different Approaches on different Images. 

 
Cover Image Modified Kekre Algorithm Proposed Algorithm 

 Barbara.jpg 60.9421 63.7030 

Baboon.jpg 73.3934 76.0391 

Football.jpg 68.2248 70.8976 

Peppers.png 72.0161 74.8332 

Lena.bmp 73.2938 76.0108 

 
Table 2 MSE values of Different Approaches on different Images. 

 
Cover Image Modified Kekre Algorithm Proposed Algorithm 

 Barbara.jpg 0.0523 0.0277 

Baboon.jpg 0.0030 0.0016 

Football.jpg 0.0098 0.0053 

Peppers.png 0.0041 0.0021 

Lena.bmp 0.0030 0.0016 

 
Table 3 RMSE values of Different Approaches on different Images. 

 
Cover Image Modified Kekre Algorithm Proposed Algorithm 

 Barbara.jpg 0.2288 0.1665 

Baboon.jpg 0.0546 0.0402 

Football.jpg 0.0989 0.0727 

Peppers.png 0.0639 0.0462 

Lena.bmp 0.0552 0.0404 

 
Table 4 CAP (Maximum Embedding Capacity) values in bytes of Different Approaches on different Images. 

 
Cover Image Modified Kekre Algorithm Proposed Algorithm 

 Barbara.jpg 7371 13104 

Baboon.jpg 117631 208550 

Football.jpg 39780 70720 

Peppers.png 114718 204355 

Lena.bmp 127402 226026 

 
 It is evident from the above tables that the proposed technique is better than the existing technique and 
produces better results. For every image the value of PSNR, MSE and CAP i.e. maximum embedding capacity 
of our proposed technique is more than the MKA technique [6]. The Capacity of all the cover images to embed 
the secret data increases by applying the proposed technique. The security of the secret data also increases due 
to its preprocessing. 
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                                                      (a) Barbara                                    (b) Barbara 
                      Fig 2 Barbara (a) Cover image and (b) Stego image 

 

  
 

(a) Lena 

 
 

(b) Lena 

  
Fig 3 Lena (a) Cover image and (b) Stego image 

 

  
 

           (a) Baboon                     (b)Baboon 

  
Fig 4 Baboon (a) Cover image and (b) Stego image 
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(a) Pepper      (b) Pepper  

 
Fig 5 Pepper (a) Cover image and (b) Stego image 

 

      
 

(a)   football                                             (b) football 
Fig 6 football (a) Cover image and (b) Stego image 

5. Conclusion and Future Scope 

In this work we explored the existing image steganography techniques. We proposed an efficient image 
steganography technique. In image steganography, image is used as a carrier for transmission of the secret 
information or data. The image used can be either gray scale or color image. In this technique data is firstly 
preprocess. This preprocessing reduces the size of the data by a significantly great amount. This preprocessed 
data is then embedded into the LSBs of the pixels of the image depending upon the intensity of the pixel values. 
Our proposed algorithm is targeted to achieve very high image embedding capacity into the cover image and 
more security of the secret data. 
The proposed technique performs better than MKA [6]. It has high PSNR value and low MSE value as 
compared to MKA. This preprocessing reduces the size of the secret data by a significant amount and thus 
permits more data into the same image. The embedding capacity of the proposed technique is very high as 
compared to MKA. This method has good imperceptibility, sufficient payload and has high security. Data 
security and high embedding capacity is there due to the pre-processing of the data before embedding into the 
cover image. This method does not require the original image while extracting the secret data from stego image.  
The work can be extended to provide an alternative strategy for data compression which can further reduce the 
size of the data. Efficient cryptographic techniques can also be used along with the steganographic techniques to 
provide more security to the data. 
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